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The typical time scale of electron motion in the outer shell of atoms and molecules is a
few hundred attoseconds (1 as = 10-18s) – shorter than any pulse of visible light, shorter
even than a single electric field period at optical wave length. Yet, in several recent
experiments it has been demonstrated that attosecond electron motion can be controlled
by strong short laser pulses and that it can be exploited to directly measure the electric
field of a light pulse, to obtain an image of a electronic orbital or to produce extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) pulses of a few hundred attoseconds duration The XUV pulses can be
timed relative to the laser field with a precision of a few tens of attoseconds, thus
opening the route to time-resolved atomic physics.  This newly emerging field was
dubbed attosecond physics.



Characteristic distances and time scales in the atom

The Virial theorem:

For hydrogen-like atoms, there is a rigorous relation between the expectation value of the
potential energy and the total energy (Virial theorem): the potential energy is minus two
times the binding energy. In the case of the hydrogen atom two times the Rydberg energy
Ry = 13.6 eV

Velocity:

From the Virial theorem one obtains an estimate for the average kinetic energy of the
electron in the atom (total energy = kinetic energy + potential energy).  By setting

average kinetic energy = v0
2/2me one obtains an estimate for the average electron

velocity in the atom.

Length:

From the expectation value of the potential energy  one defines an average distance, the
Bohr radius a0

Time:

The atomic unit of time is given by a0/v0. The orbit time is 2p times that value.



Time scales in quantum mechanics
A single quantum mechanical state with well defined energy (energy eigen-state)  is
stationary, i.e. it does not evolve in time except for overall phase oscillation. Its electron
density does not change in time. To observe time evolution in a quantum system, it must
in a superposition state of at least two eigenstates with different energies. Then the
electron density “beats” with a beat period that is determinded by the difference between
the individual states.
 



Interaction of strong fields with atoms:
At high laser intensity new types of experiments become possible, as the interaction of a
strong laser pulse with field strength near the atomic field strength radically differs from
light matter interaction at lower intensities. Rather than averaging the effect of the
interaction over many optical periods as in conventional optics, the electric field can take
direct control of electronic motion and imprint its time-structure on electron momentum
and position. Ionization plays an important role for the precise timing of electronic
motion in the field because of its strong non-linearity.

The Hamilton operator: 

Atomic Hamiltonian:

The time-dependent Hamiltonian operator for a atom in a laser field consists of the the
atomic Hamiltonian and the interaction with the field. Our standard atom will be
hydrogen (Z=1) or hydrogen-like (Z=2,3,...).

Classical laser field:



As we are dealing with high laser intensities, we can safely describe the laser field as a
classical field E(t). This can be justified by estimating the number of photons that are

present in a volume of a0
3 at typical intensities of 1014W/cm2 and wave length 800 nm

(photon energy ~ 1.5 eV): statistical variations of the photon number are negligible
(exercise)

Dipole approximation:

For most purposes, the interaction can be described in dipole approximation, i.e. one can
neglect spatial variations of the field can be neglected. This is because the extension of
the interacting system is, in general, much smaller than the wave length of the laser.
Compare the typical wave length of 800 nm to the Bohr radius of 0.05 nm ! 

Atomic units:

These are the natural units for the description of atoms. In these units the characteristic
parameters of an atom are of the order ~ 1. The characteristic field  strength in the atom

are rather high, corresponding to a laser intensity of  3.5 x 1016W/cm2.

Strong field ionization:
For high field strength (above ~ 1014W/cm2) and long (800 nm) wave length ionization
 can be considered as quasi-static, i.e. at any moment in time the atom gets ionized at
a rate like in a static electric field of strength E(t). 



Tunneling ionization:
For any non-vanishing static field, at sufficiently large distances the total potential
energy (atomic binding + dipole field) is below the bound state energy and the electron
can leave by tunneling through the potential barrier. 

Barrier suppression ionization:
If the field is strong enough, the potential barrier as a whole lies below the
bound state energy and the electron can leave also according to classical mechanics.
Very high ionization rates result.

Exercise: 
Calculate the barrier suppression field strength and laser intensity in atomic units.

Convert the laser intensity to W/cm2

Exponential dependence of ionization on field strength:
Tunneling is described by a Gamov factor, which leads to a strong exponential
dependence of the ionization rate on field strength.



Tunnel ionization of the hydrogen atom

Accurate tunnel ionization rates are obtained by matching the wave
function of the hydrogen ground state with the WKB wave function
of a free electron in the electric field under the tunneling barrier.
“Matching” here means that the functions are connected in a
 continuously differentiable way. The procedure can best be
 performed in parabolic coordinates.

Note:
The procedure and therefor all formulae derived in this way are
not applicable for barrier suppression, for the simple reason that
no meaningful point can be defined, where bound and free wave
 function can be stitched together. 



Extension to general atoms:



Details of tunnel ionization:
Outside the binding potential, the electron more or less behaves like a free
electron. In the approximation of a free electron, one can easily solve
the equations of motion (classically or quantum mechanically), if one 
can make a reasonable assumption about initial position and momentum.

A simple-minded (but very useful) estimate of “the velocity at the exit of 
the tunnel” is provided here: 



Laser vector potential = field-induced electron momentum

The laser vector potential (in Coulomb gauge) has an immediate 
physical meaning as the momentum that is given to an electron
by the electric field of the laser pulse.

Note: A laser pulse has no dc component !
Is is an immediate consequence of the wave propagation equations that a propagating 
pulse (i.e. a pulse that is far from any matter compared to its spatial extension)
has no dc component, i.e. the time-integral over its electric field is zero. This
can be easily formulated as a condition on the vector potential as below.

Maximal photo-electron energies in laser-tunnel-ionization:

Note: 
The derivation below assumes that the electron is and remains free after ionization 
(“direct electrons”). For the (low likelihood) event that the electron collides 
again with the ion, higher energies (10 Up) can be reached (“re-scattered electrons”).

The number of re-scattered electrons is typically by 5 order of magnitude lower
that the direct electrons.

The laser vector potential A(t)

The dc component of a laser pulse is always = 0
<=> 

A(- ∞) = A(+∞) := 0



Electron energy spectrum

Assume release at time t
0

Momentum at t
0   

~  0

Acceleration by the laser field

Maximal acceleration = ± A
0 
= ± ε

0
/ω

Maximal electron energy ~ 2U
p 
 = 2 x ε

0
2/4ω2

“direct electrons”

= 0

Summary

IONIZATION

 Ionization occurs by tunneling  or over barrier ionization

 Tunneling rates decrease exponentially on the inverse of the field

 The electron has momentum = 0  “at the exit of the tunnel”

ACCLERATION IN THE LASER FIELD

 After tunneling the electron moves like a free particle in the field

 The vector potential gives the acceleration from t
0
 until end of pulse

 Direct electrons are accelerated to maximally 2U
p

 Re-scattered electrons can be accelerated up to 10 U
p



Length- and velocity gauge:

The TDSE (time-dependent Schrödinger equation) with the field interaction in dipole
 approximation  can be written in two unitarily equivalent forms. The length gauge
form contains the dipole operator in its more intuitive form. The velocity gauge 
form is familiar as the “minimal coupling” from field theory. Although equivalent
up to a unitary transform, the two forms behave differently when approximations
are made for an analytic solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation or
in numerical calculations. The gauge transform leaves the spatial properties
unaffected, but introduces a time-dependent boost of the momenta by A(t):
p -> p+A(t). The canonical momentum of the length gauge is the conventional
pL=v/me. In velocity gauge the canonical momentum is pV=v/me-A(t). When the 

vector potential becomes large, pV in general stays within a more limited range 
compared to  pL. E.g, any pV for a free electron in the laser field is constant, while pL
 oscillates in time with A(t).

Solving the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation (TDSE)

Numerically: discretize on a grid
                      non-trivial – very  large grid needed

Approximate solutions: 
strong-field approximation (SFA)
distinguish the wave function 
   “inside” the atom (little affected by the laser) and
   “outside” the atom (nearly free motion)



The TDSE for a free electron in a field

The TDSE can be most conveniently solved in the velocity gauge
and in momentum space (i.e. by spatially Fourier transforming). The 
procedure is straight forward. The length gauge solution is obtained
by gauge-transforming the velocity gauge solution, i.e. multiplying
by the gauge phase exp(-iAr).

Gauge transformation

TDSE in length gauge 

Unitary transform

TDSE in velocity gauge



Solutions for fixed pV

Solutions of the TDSE corresponding to plane waves in the field free case are called
 “Volkov solutions”. They are plane waves multiplied by  a time-dependent phase. In
 velocity gauge wave vector of the plane wave is constant, in length gauge it varies by 
the laser vector potential. 

Exercise: 
Express the time-evolution operator for the TDSE of a free electron in a (dipole)
electric field in terms of the Volkov solutions.

A free electron in the laser field

The TDSE (velocity gauge):

Fourier transform

Solution in k-space

Solution in r-space

“Volkov state”



The Strong Field Approximation (SFA)

In the classical models of quiver motion and photo-electron energies, we have have
thought of the electron as either being bound (with little impact of the laser) or free
(motion dominated by the laser). This picture can be carried over
to quantum mechanics by composing a solution using the field free bound state
function |0> and a superposition of Volkov solutions. 

The Volkov solutions

Velocity gauge

Volkov phase

Length gauge

The Volkov solutions form a complete set of states, i.e.
any wave function can be expanded into Volkov solutions

There exist Volkov solutions for the Dirac equation

Ansatz for Ψ with a strong field

Field free ground state:

Is the ansatz complete ? – Yes ! The Volkov states are complete

Why do we need |0,t> ? –  compact description of inner part 

Which gauge is |0,t> ? – length gauge is “better”  

Problem: the ansatz is OVERcomplete, 

i.e. there is no unique solution for c(t) and b(k,t)

=> need extra constraint



Gauge of |0>:
As only in velocity gauge position and momentum have their usual meaning,
the length gauge is the correct choice of gauge for the field free state.

Overcompleteness:
As the Volkov solutions form a complete set of functions by themselves,
an extra constraint (not explained here) needs to be imposed for a
unique solution for c(t) and b(k,t).

Exercise: show that the Volkov solutions form a complete set of functions.
 

Closed form solution in SFA

With a few approximations, an explicit solution for the atom in a strong laser field can
be given. The two most important approximations are

(1) Ionization is weak, the ground state depletion is negligible
(2) Except in the initial state |0>, the electron does not feel the atomic binding potential

Approximation (1) can be corrected for rather easily. Approximation (2) is serious and
can be corrected for only in special cases. It causes incorrect ionization rates (up to 
one order of magnitude). Nonetheless, electron spectra and high harmonic spectra
can be described very accurately in SFA.

The name:
“Strong field approximation” means that the field is strong compared
to the atomic field “at the exit of the tunnel”, which may be rather far from the
nucleus. It does not mean that the field is strong compared to the atomic binding
field near the nucleus.

The solution has as intuitive interpretation (see below).



Summary
GAUGE
 the choice of the gauge is (technically) important in strong fields
 velocity gauge ... time-dependent momentum boosts

VOLKOV SOLUTIONS
 explicit solutions for the TDSE of a free electron in the field

   are plane wave times a time-dependent phase (Volkov phase Φ(k,t))

STRONG FIELD APPROXIMATION
  the electron “inside” the atom ~ field free bound electron
  the electron “outside” the atom ~ unbound electron in the laser field
  a closed form solution with an intuitive interpretation can be given

SFA solution for b(k,t)

... dipole transition matrix element

 at time t' electrons are put into the continuum

 their momentum distribution is according to d(k-A)

 their number is proportional to ε(t')

 their quantum phase depends on the initial state phase e-iE0t'

 they interfere with continuum electrons with Volkov phase eiФ 

Meaning of the integral



Frequency doubling and tripling are familiar from standard non-linear optics.
When laser intensities become higher, much higher multiples of the
 fundamental frequency can be observed, the present record being beyond
500 times the fundamental frequency, or beyond 1keV of photon energy.

The process is attractive for the construction of compact sources in the
XUV (extreme ultraviolet) or even soft X-ray regime. Its most intriguing
feature is, however, that radiation contains very sharp time structures.
This is the basis for the generation of attosecond XUV pulses.

High harmonic generation



With the availability of high power laser sources (at that time KrF with wave length
248 nm) high harmonic radiation could be observed for the first time.

Very soon a simple relation between the highest observed harmonic frequency 
and laser intensity was discovered and explained by an intuitive theoretical model.
This “simple man's model” turned  out to be one of the most fruitful concepts
for strong field-matter interactions, high harmonic generation, and attosecond 
physics.

Early measurements of high harmonics

[from L’Huillier, Balcou, 1993]

Development parallel with intense, short laser pulses

High harmonics from gases late 1980’ties:

Pulse durations ~ ps
248 nm, 1015W/cm2

[McPherson et al. 1987; Ferray et al. 1987]

The discovery of the 3.17 U  P cutoff



Simple man's = re-collision  = 3-step model of HHG

Low vs. high harmonic generation

Non-linear response of a medium
Low laser intensity

- χ(n) rapidly (exponentially) 
       decrease with n
- instantaneous response to the field

High intensity

- very high harmonics
   with ~ constant intensity
- response is NOT instantaneous !

High harmonics are generated by recollision

(1) Electron release by tunneling

(2) Acceleration in the laser field

(3) Recollision with the parent ion

     and radiation of excess energy

Excess energy:  Kinetic energy + binding energy

Three-step model:

[P. Corkum 1993; K. Kulander 1993][P. Corkum 1993; K. Kulander 1993]



A classical model of re-collision

Not every electron will be directed back to the nucleus and re-collide. By solving
the classical equations of motion with the initial condition of v=0 after ionization, 
one obtains the re-scattering condition in the form of a transcendental equation.

In general, there is no analytic solution to this equation and one must resort
to numerical solutions. 

Graphical solution:
There is a simple and intuitive graphical solution for the re-collision condition.
1) Plot the second integral of the field (red curve).
2) For release time t0, put a tangent to the second integral.
3) At times t1>t0 where the tangent cuts the integral, re-collision occurs.

One can infer the following:
– not all t0 lead to re-collision

– re-collision at t1 can be originate from releases at several earlier times t0

The re-scattering condition

The electron must 
return to its initial position = 0 !

For a cw field

Graphical solution

t
0

t
1

There is not always a solution

There may be several return times t
1

t
1

t
1
'



Maximal energy at re-collision
By numerical solution one finds the magic number of 3.17 Up
for the maximal energy an electron can have upon re-collision with its
parent ion. For that, electron release must happen near a peak of the field strength
(-0.45 T), which leads to re-collision near a node of the electric field (0.2 T).

Time structure of harmonic radiation
The classical re-collision model explains harmonic radiation in great detail. It is
applicable to long as well a short pulses. It correctly reproduces the overall spectral
characteristics of the dipole response of the atom to a strong field with a “plateau” of
harmonic radiation with ~ constant intensity.   It explains:
1) The harmonic cutoff energy, i.e. the end of the plateau.
2) The time-structure, i.e. when each range of harmonic energies is generated

When is harmonic radiation generated  ?

Take the recollision picture seriously in every detail

Recollision energies as a function of recollision time t
 for a 2-cycle laser pulse and Ne atoms (I

p
=0.79 a.u.)

t0 ~ -0.45 T

t1 ~ 0.2 T

The cutoff formula
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Cutoff frequency: kinetic + binding energy 

ω
cut

 ~ I
p
 + 3.17 U

p

I
p
 ... ionization potential

ωcut

Important confirmation of the recollision model

t
0
 and t

1
 for maximal recollision energy

Field:           E(t)=cos(2πt/Τ)  t1 = 0.2 Τ

t0= - 0.45 Τ

(Numerical or graphical solution)

the magic number !



Check by a quantum calculation
(Numerically solve the TDSE)

Time-dependence of the dipole

Harmonic spectrum: Fourier transform of |d2P(t)/dt2|2

Time-frequency information ?

Time-frequency analysis of the dipole
Multiply by Gaussian window function 
and Fourier transform

• Full confirmation 
   of classical recollision picture

• Highest frequencies appear during
  very brief (attosecond) times

• Times are locked to laser period

Colors: complete numerical solution
Solid lines: classical recollision energies
[V. Yakovlev and A. Scrinzi, PRL 91, 135901, (2003)]



The high-frequency time-structure of the dipole moment is well reproduced in SFA.
Two terms can be neglected:

<0|r|0> is = 0 for states |0> with definite parity
<k|r|k> are small, as they describe continuum-continuum transitions.

Note:  
<0|r|k> has the form of a Fourier transform of r|0>, as the Volkov states
are plane waves up to a well-defined phase factor.

Evaluation of the integrals:
Can be done with good accuracy using stationary-phase and saddle-point techniques. 
The most important contributions come from momenta near the classical trajectories
in momentum space. This is why the classical re-collision model works so well.

A simple formula of the high harmonic response: 

as obtained after performing stationary phase integrations over k

The dipole element in SFA

The wave function in strong field approximation (SFA)

The dipole expectation value

Polarization in SFA

Insert for b(k,t)



Further simplification by saddle point integration

The stationary phase condition cannot be fulfilled for real times t'. Therefore
one analytically continues the solution into the complex plane and finds a few
selected regions which give the dominant contributions to the time integral.
The real part of these complex times contributing to the dipole response at time t
are just are just the few “birth times” tb, for which the classical re-collision 

condition is fulfilled. The dipole response at time t is now given by a
discrete sum over birth times tb.

The model accurately describes the high frequency part of the dipoleresponse !

Dipole d
z
(t) in SFA 

ionization and recombination
action along the
classical pathwave packet

spreading

Saddle point integration 
over “birth times” t'

Result [M. Y. Ivanov, Phys. Rev. A54, 742 (1996)]

tb ... “birth time”, i.e. the moment when the electron is detached

a
ion

 ... (square root) of the static field ionization at t
b

a
pr
 ... free propagator along classical trajectories

a
rec

 ... dipole recombination to the ground state at t



Accuracy of the 3-step model

with a few corrections beyond SFA:

• Use exact (not SFA) ionization rates
• Correct for initial state depletion
• “Photon energy” = derivative of the action
  

[Yakovlev, PhD thesis]

Dipole d(t) 
~ sum over all “birth times” tb(t)

Conclusions

 Classical recollision describes high harmonic generation in great detail

 Three-steps: ionization – progation – recombination

 It works, because wave packet propagation is quasi-classical

 Technically, rapidly oscillating phases lead to 
   cancellations everywhere except near the classical path

 The quantum phase is given by the action integral along the classical path

! The three-step model ONLY works for HIGH harmonic radiation



When is the radiation harmonic ?

Harmonic ... integer multiples of the fundamental frequency 

A single recollision does not contain any information about the laser period

Harmonics (in the strict sense) are generated
when the ionization and recollision are repeated at 

each laser period

This condition is not valid in a few-cycle laser pulse

=> no clear harmonic structure

Summary

HIGH HARMONIC GENERATION
 High harmonics are generated by a recollision process
 The classical three-step model works
 Two trajectories (“long” and “short”) contribute to a harmonic energy
 Harmonic orders up to 1000 have been seen
 It is a coherent process (not capture or bremsstrahlung)

THE RECOLLISION MODEL EXPLAINS
 harmonic structure in the cutoff-region
 the generation of single or double attosecond pulses
 the emission times of specific harmonic frequencies
 the highest harmonic frequencies observed in experiments

Our understanding of high harmonic response 

of an isolated atom is complete



Attosecond pulses are generated by converting a short 800 nm laser pulse to high 
frequency radiation with very short time structures. Any such conversion is based
on a highly non-linear process. In the case of high harmonic radiation from a short
laser pulse, short time structures can be selected by applying a sharp (strongly non-linear)
filter in frequency (e.g. a thin metal film). As there is the strict connection between
the harmonic frequency and the time when it is generated, short pulses result.

To obtain useful XUV pulses, laser and XUV radiation must co-propagate through  a
finite volume. Due to the complex non-linear processes involved, a reliable theoretical
prediction of attosecond pulses requires numerical simulations. 

The difficulty in the measurement XUV attosecond pulses is that non-linear optics
strongly depends on frequency. Near photon energies of 100 eV, where the attosecond
pulses are generated, only very few sufficiently strong non-linear processes are known.
Therefor most measurements of XUV pulses are based on a cross-correlation with
the 800 nm laser pulse, that generated the XUV pulse. 

Generation  and measurement of 
attosecond pulses



Attosecond time structure in the single-atom response

For high harmonic radiation with a time-frequency structure as below, the highest
frequencies are generated only during a very brief period of time. By selecting these
frequencies from the total spectrum on obtains attosecond pulses.

Single pulses vs. trains of pulses:
Clearly the ability to select a single pulse depends on the existence of a single highest
peak. This requires very short (~ 2 optical cycle) laser pulses. For longer pulses, the
process is nearly periodic and many neighboring laser half cycles generate nearly
the same maximum harmonic radiation. In that case a train of attosecond pulses
is generated, rather than a single pulse.

The carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of few-cycle laser pulses
Except for pulse envelope and carrier frequency, in short
pulses the CEP is a third crucial parameter

Attosecond time structure in 
high harmonic generation

Cut the highest frequencies
from a harmonic spectrum

Attosecond time structure
in SINGLE ATOM response

Propagation of harmonics ?



Single vs. double attosecond pulses
Depending on the exact shape of the electric field (CEP – carrier envelope phase) also
two equally high harmonic peaks may appear in the time-frequency distribution. As a
result, two attosceond pulses separated  by ½ optical period are generated. This is also
reflected in a modulation of the highest frequencies of the harmonic spectrum.

Influence of the CEP

Time-frequency plot
“Cosine pulse”  (phase ϕ = 00)

Unmodulated cutoff – single  XUV pulse

Harmonic spectrum

[A. Baltuska et al., Nature 2003, Nature 421, 611]

“Sine pulse”  (phase ϕ = 900)

Modulated cutoff – double  XUV pulse

The new tools

The carrier envelope phase

Blue-red: 
carrier envelope phase (CEP)

φ shifted by 90o

With few-cycle laser pulses 

the CEP becomes a crucially important parameter



Making a long story short:
results of 3-d propagation (simulation)

The new tools

Attosecond XUV pulses
1) Focus a few-cycle laser pulse into a gas jet

2) Generate high harmonic radiation

3) Filter the highest harmonics (hv ~ 90 eV)

Pulse properties

Photon energy  ~ 90 eV

Pulse duration  ~ 250 as (measured !)

Band width      ~ 10 eV

                    (nearly transform limited)

Intensity             1011 W/cm2  

                    (??? NOT measured)

[simulation]





Laser-XUV cross-correlation
The essence of the process can be formulated in quasi-classical terms.

One assumes that an electron is photo-ionized by an XUV pulse. I.e. it absorbs a single
XUV photon UXUV and is emitted into the continuum with an initial momentum p0. (Ip
is the ionization potential). When it is in the continuum the laser can accelerate or
decelerate it. The total acceleration until the laser pulse is over, is proportional to the
laser vector potential A(t) at the moment of its release t. 

Depending on the release time, different final momenta are observed.



By combining laser and XUV pulses with a well-controlled time-delay, one can perform
pump-probe experiments.

Prerequisits are:

(1) Full control over the electric field of the laser pulse with respect to phase and 
      field strength
(2) Robust time-locking of the XUV with the laser pulse and
(3) The ability to vary times on the attosecond time scale

ATTOSECOND EXPERIMENTS



Controlling electron moment by a laser pulse

This is an application of the streaking principle: By varying laser intensity 
rather than time, the final electron momenta can be manipulated in a straight
forward way (animation).

The experimental setup

Generation of high harmonics:  in a Ne gas jet

Note: due to 3-d phase matching, the harmonic beam is better collimated than the laser
beam

Ionization detector: for beam diagnostics.

Separation of harmonic and laser beam: A Zr (Zirconium) filter

blocks the inner part of the laser beam, but transmits harmonic radiation

Time-delay: Both beams are reflected from a split multi-layer mirror,

whose inner part can be moved with precision of a few 10  nm. This

Steering attosecond electron wave 
packets with light fields



corresponds to time-delays of a few 100 as.

Photo-ionization and laser cross-correlation: in a Krypton beam 

after the mirrors

Photo-electron energy detection: by time-of-flight (TOF).

Observed electron spectra
as a function of laser intensity

Steering attosecond electron wave 
packets with light fields

[Kienberger, Science, 2002]



Direct observation of light pulse's electric field

An attosecond light pulse can be used to scan through the electric field
of a laser pulse. The delay between laser  and XUV pulse is varied over
several optical periods. The oscillation of the photoelectron energy is
directly proportional to the vector potential of the light field.

Measurement results

Scan through time-delays

See the light…See the light…

Relation between laser 
vector potential A(t) and

photo-electron energy shift

∆Ε = p0
2/2 - [p0-eA(t)]2/2

∆Ε ∼  ep0 A(t)

V
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]

[Kienberger et al., Nature, 2004]

XUV -photoelectron spectrum vs.
XUV – laser delay time

- field !
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Note:
This is a multi-shot experiment, i.e. data is collected by repeating the
experiment many times with different time delays. It requires that
the laser pulse is fully reproducible for the whole set of measurements
(during about 1 hour). In particular, the carrier-envelope phase must
be stable. The signal is lost when the phase is not stable (insert).

Scan over a wider time range



Electronic dynamics in an atom – Auger decay
One of the most exciting applications of attosecond pulses is in observing the dynamics
of electrons inside the atom: we literally can “watch the electrons moving on their orbits”
(to the extent that this is a quantum mechanically meaningful observable).

The first atomic process to be observed with attosecond pulses was the so-called Auger-
decay of an atomic core hole state. The process can be summarized as follows: 

(1)  At some well-defined time, a deeply bound electron (e1) is removed from an atom by
XUV photoionization. 

(2)  An electron from the valence shell (e2) fills the vacancy and the excess energy is
imparted to another valence shell electron (e3).

(3) The electron e3 is emitted with an energy that is given excess energy minus the  e3's
ionization potential

(4)The time-distribution of electron (e3) emission is probed by a laser pulse

What is observed:
In absence of the laser field one only observes the photoelectron Auger peaks.
The actual situation in Kr is somewhat more complex than in the previous
sketch, therefor there are several peaks corresponding to several different
electronic states. 



In presence of the laser field, an extra peak (“side band”) appears. That peak is
only produced during the time window when the laser pulse and Auger
electron emission overlap in time. Its rise and fall reflects the time-distribution
of Auger electron emission. 



Theoretical description of the measurement:
The measurement is based on the same principle as the XUV streaking measurement. In
both cases we have a certain time-distribution of electron emission that is mapped into a
momentum distribution of the electrons. The difference is that Auger electron emission
reflects the dynamics core hole state formation with subsequent Auger decay, while
XUV photoionization is simply proportional to XUV pulse intensity. 

Model of Auger electron emission:

(1) Describe core-hole population by a rate equation

(2) Describe streaking by  Volkov phases of the electrons after emission

(3) Add up (integrate) over all times



Quasi-classical vs. quantum   mechanical electron spectra  
Depending on the duration of the Auger decay, the electron spectra are either modulated
as expected for classical electrons that are emitted during a short time or side bands are
formed in the electron spectrum. The side-band case was the realized in the experiment. 

Appearance of side-bands:

If emission extends over about on optical period, also classically we would not see a
modulation, but rather blurred picture that changes little with time-delay. It is a distinct
quantum mechanical feature that electrons emitted during different times can interfere.
The side-bands are nothing but the fringe pattern generated by that interference.


